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MotorScrubber MCase Pro Kit
- Contains JET3, BLADE,
STORM & All Accessories

Variant code: 16-MS3070KIT

Do you need ultimate deep cleaning and virus
control? This kit from MotorScrubber
containing Jet3, Blade and Storm with do just that.

JET3

The MotorScrubber Jet is a battery powered
scrubbing machine with a pump to spray water in
front of the machine.

It boasts a lightweight 3kg backpack housing the
battery which powers the high-torque powerful
scrubbing machine for up to 3.5 hours.

Built in the UK with exceptional build quality for
longevity.

Delivering 354rpm of power to the scrubbing
head, it makes cleaning in tight and confined
spaces easier than ever before.

Perfect for cleaning in and around washroom
areas, behind toilets, under benches and stairs.

Adjustable handle length and brush head angle.

The head is completely waterproof meaning it can
be dipped into a bucket for cleaning, or cleaning
underwater lines in and around pools.

Key Features:

Self-contained with pump and solution spray
3.5 Hour battery run-time
Powerful high-torque 354rpm motor
Lightweight backpack and fully adjustable handle
Waterproof head

STORM

Storm from MotorScrubber offers a new standard
with touch point disinfection.

When used in conjunction with the backpack from
Motorscrubbers Jet3 rotary scrubbing machine
Storm can delivers targeted, touch point 
disinfection, for proactive virus control.
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BLADE

Forget buckets! With the MotorScrubber BLADE
2-in-1 Mop System buckets are a thing of the past
with its delivery of fresh solution at the touch of a
button.

Designed as wet and dry spray mop system, the
ultra-microfibre mop heads eliminate dirt while
the flexible squeegee effortlessly dries floors.

Make the switch to BLADE mop system to
experience exceptional results with the following
features:

Quick refill handle and water level
indicator, eliminating the need for a
bucket
Fully interchangeable, no-touch cloth
system - simply slide the ultra-microfibre
into the channel.
Reversible with up to 4x greater coverage
- reset the power squeegee on the Ultra-
Microfibre to reveal a clean section. Once
dirty flip the Ultra-MIcrofibre for
continued clean use.
600ml solution capacity in the handle!
The Ultra-Microfibre cloths can be
washed up to 500 times. 
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